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Abstract The 1 April 2014 IquiqueMw 8.1 earthquake ruptured a segment of the megathrust fault offshore
of northern Chile and generated a moderate-size tsunami across the Pacific. Tide gauges in Hawaii recorded
over 1m of wave height despite the long distance from the source and position away from the main radiated
energy lobe. Inversion of global teleseismic body waves combined with forward modeling of the tsunami at
four near-field DART stations arrives iteratively at a self-consistent finite-fault model with very compact
dimensions. The slip distribution produces a NNE-SSW trending seafloor uplift patch that enhances the tsunami
directionality in the WNW, resulting in good matches to observed DART and tide gauge records around the
Hawaiian Islands. The relatively large waves at selected locations in Hawaii can be attributed to a combination
of the spatial slip distribution and the resulting short-period waves that triggered localized resonance over the
insular shelves. This event highlights the importance of characterizing detailed slip distributions in analysis or
forecasting of tsunamis even for a compact source.

1. Introduction

Tsunami waves from submarine earthquakes propagate at much lower speeds than rupture expansion and
seismic waves, and their amplitude and period are intrinsically sensitive to the coseismic seafloor deformation.
These attributes are commonly exploited in solving for earthquake rupture properties by tsunami wave
inversion [e.g., Satake, 1987, 1989; Saito et al., 2011; Satake et al., 2013; An et al., 2014], joint inversion of tsunami
and geodetic data [e.g., Satake, 1993; Romano et al., 2010, 2012, 2014], iterative forward modeling with seismic
data inversion [e.g., Lay et al., 2011a, 2011b, 2013a, 2013b; Yamazaki et al., 2011b, 2013; Yue et al., 2014a], or
joint inversion of multiple data sets [e.g., Lorito et al., 2011; Yokota et al., 2011; Lay et al., 2014; Yue et al., 2014b;
Bletery et al., 2014]. The robust relationship between tsunami signals and earthquake faulting patterns has
also enabled development of real-time forecast guidance by the NOAA Center for Tsunami Research (NCTR)
through inversion of DART measurements [Wei et al., 2003, 2008; Titov et al., 2005].

On 1 April 2014, a shallow interplate thrusting Mw 8.1 earthquake struck in the subduction zone offshore of
Iquique, northern Chile at 19.610°S, 70.769°W and 23:46:47 UTC [http://comcat.cr.usgs.gov/earthquakes/
eventpage/usc000nzvd#summary]. The tsunami swept past the Hawaiian Islands 13.5 h later, and the tide
gauge records show 0.62 and 0.50m of maximum wave amplitude at Hilo and Kahului but only 0.05 and
0.06m at Honolulu and Nawiliwili (see Figure 1 for location map). Inversion using DART 32401 and 32402 by
NCTR shows a 5min early arrival at DART 32402 south of the source and underestimates the initial peaks at
Hawaii tide gauges [http://nctr.pmel.noaa.gov/chile20140401/]. Lay et al. [2014], Ruiz et al. [2014], Hayes et al.
[2014], and Schurr et al. [2014] inverted teleseismic body waves for the slip distribution of the main shock.
In particular, Lay et al. [2014] constrained their seismic fault model parameterization based on an initial
low-resolution joint inversion including DART 32401, 32402, and 32412 recordings. An et al. [2014] inverted
the same DART observations, but the forward modeling results show discrepancies in arrival time and
amplitude of the initial wave at near-field tide gauges. The main shock slip in these published models is
concentrated over a region spanning less than 100 km along strike and less than 50 km along dip southeast of
the hypocenter. These compact sources, however, vary in orientation and distribution in contrast with the
uniform slip assumed for the NCTR subfaults of comparable size.

The compact source and the varying results published so far suggest that the 2014 Iquique, Chile earthquake
is a good case study to examine effects of subtle fault features on the near- and far-field tsunami waves. We
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take a different approach from the previous studies of the event by inverting the seismic waves and forward
modeling the near-field tsunami records to iteratively derive a self-consistent finite-fault model that can
match both data sets. Earthquake source models optimized with offshore tsunami observations have
provided valuable input to detailed investigations of coastal and harbor resonance for hazard assessments
[e.g.,Yamazaki et al., 2012; Cheung et al., 2013]. A self-consistent fault model allows examination of whether a
more detailed source representation can explain the discrepancies observed in the near field and improve on
the prediction of the tsunami signals around the Hawaiian Islands. While the NCTR is exploring the use of
joint inversion to provide a new generation of tsunami forecast guidance [Wei et al., 2014], we investigate
possible improvements in tsunami forecast models using more complex faulting patterns.

2. Methodology

The source model optimization for the 2014 Iquique, Chile earthquake combines finite-fault inversion of
seismic waves with forward tsunami modeling for comparison with near-field DART records that in turn
provides the basis for iterative adjustment of poorly constrained source parameters [Yamazaki et al., 2011b;

Figure 1. Location maps and computational grid systems for modeling of the tsunami generated by the 1 April 2014
Iquique, Chile Mw 8.1 earthquake. White circles and adjacent labels denote DART stations, and black open circles indicate
tide gauge locations. Maximum recorded wave amplitudes are indicated in parentheses adjacent to the stations.
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and Lay et al., 2013a, 2013b]. Figure 1 shows the locations of the epicenter and the water-level stations
considered in this study. We utilize global broadband recordings of seismic ground motions as well as
water-level measurements from DART 32401, 32402, 32412, and 32413 spanning a 120° azimuth range
from the epicenter to derive the earthquake source. Inclusion of DART 32413 in the forward modeling, in
addition to the three considered in Lay et al. [2014] and An et al. [2014], provides improved constraints on
the fault model that accounts for the sidelobe energy toward the North Pacific.

To constrain the overall faulting mechanism, we first applied the W-phase point-source inversion method of
Kanamori and Rivera [2008] to 160 long-period ground motion recordings from 112 global seismic stations
with stable signals in the period range 200 to 1000 s. The long-period moment tensor is almost a pure
double-couple with strike 348.7°, dip 14°, and rake 90.7°, and seismic moment of 2.0× 1021 Nm. The strike is
parallel to the adjacent trench so it reliably represents the local tectonics. The dip, which trades off inversely
with seismic moment due to the use of long-period surface waves, is not tightly constrained [e.g., Kanamori
and Given, 1981]. We then performed linear least squares finite-fault inversion using 52 teleseismic P wave
and 49 SH-wave ground displacements band-pass filtered in the period range 0.9 to 200 s [Lay et al., 2014].
For a given dip angle, the total fault model dimensions and geometry, the rupture front expansion velocity,
subfault dimensions, smoothing parameters, and subfault source time functions are varied over plausible
ranges using a multi-time window, linear inversion routine adapted from Kikuchi and Kanamori [1991].

For each finite-fault model that fits 80–90% of the teleseismic signal power, we forward-modeled the sea-
surface elevations at the four DARTs. The shock-capturing dispersive wave code NEOWAVE of Yamazaki et al.
[2009, 2011a] is used to calculate the tsunami from its generation by the earthquake rupture to propagation
across the ocean. The planar fault model of Okada [1985] defines the kinematic seafloor deformation from
the time-varying subfault motions and provides the seafloor displacement and velocity for the tsunami
modeling. The staggered finite difference code builds on the nonlinear shallow-water equations with a
vertical velocity term to account for weakly dispersive waves and a momentum conservation scheme to
describe bore formation. The vertical velocity term also accounts for the time sequence of seafloor uplift and
subsidence and facilitates dispersion of the seafloor excitation over the water column during tsunami
generation. The method of Tanioka and Satake [1996] approximates the vertical motion resulting from the
seafloor horizontal displacement on a slope.

We explore the finite-fault parameter space, varying the rupture velocity and grid dimensions and spacing, to
achieve optimal agreement with the seismic and tsunami observations. The preferred source model then
defines the input for computation of the sea-surface elevations at DART 32411 and 51407 as well as four tide
gauges around the Hawaiian Islands for validation. The modeling effort involves two systems of two-way
nested grids outlined in Figure 1. The iterative modeling of the seismic source utilizes a 30 arcsec (~900m)
grid to resolve the Peru and north Chile coasts and a 2 arcmin (~3600m) grid for radiation of the wave energy
into the eastern Pacific. The far-field modeling requires four levels of nested grids with 2 arcmin (~3600m)
for the Pacific, 24 arcsec (~720m) around the Hawaiian Islands, and 3 arcsec (~90m) around each island or
island group for transition to 0.3 arcsec (~9m) at the tide gauge locations. The digital elevation model
consists of the GEBCO data set at 30 arcsec (~900m) across the Pacific Ocean and multi-beam and LiDAR
survey data at 50m and 1–3m resolution around the Hawaiian Islands. A Manning number of 0.035 describes
the subgrid roughness of the volcanic and reef substrate in Hawaii [Bretschneider et al., 1986].

3. The Earthquake and Tsunami Models

Figure 2 displays the preferred slip model and the resulting seafloor deformation. The final parameterization
includes eight subfaults along strike and six along dip with 15 km spacing. The preferred subfault source time
functions involve four 2.5 s risetime triangles with 2.5 s time shifts between them, giving a maximum source
duration of 12.5 s. We assumed a hypocentral depth of 22 km, held the strike fixed at the W-phase solution, and
increased the dip to 18° to better match the slab dip near the large-slip region [e.g., Hayes et al., 2012]. The
model is slightly rotated from the global Centroid-Moment Tensor (gCMT) strike adopted by Lay et al. [2014]
and tracksmore closely the curvature of the trench similar to the NCTR subfaults. The primary slip patch and the
resulting seafloor uplift feature a NNE-SSW alignment. The very concentrated slip distribution is compatible
with geodetic inversions reported by Schurr et al. [2014]. The seismic moment of 1.3× 1021Nm is reduced from
theW-phase solution by the increased dip but, due to the different source velocity structure used, is somewhat
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smaller than the gCMT value of 1.7× 1021Nm (for PREM) with the same dip. The precise source depth, dip, and
seismic moment are not uniquely resolved, but the preferred model provides excellent agreement with the
teleseismic records in Figure S1 of the supporting information.

The computed tsunami from the preferred model also provides excellent agreement with the records as
shown in Figure 3. Matching the distinct initial waves from DART 32401, 32402, 32412, and 32413 plays a
predominant role in constraining the slip within the confines of the kinematic rupture model. The source
model dimensions were contracted somewhat relative to the already compact model in Lay et al. [2014], and
the rupture velocity was reduced to 1.5 km/s in order to keep the spatial slip distribution sufficiently
concentrated to match the pulse width at all four DART stations. The location of the slip relative to the
hypocenter controls the absolute arrival times of the tsunami signals at the DART stations. This places the
primary slip to the east and southeast from the hypocenter within the 15–35 s isochrones of the rupture

Figure 2. Preferred slip model and seafloor deformation from the iterative modeling procedure. (a) The overall moment
rate function over a 75 s duration is shown at the left, with most of the moment concentrated between 20 and 45 s after
the onset. The average focal mechanism is shown above with the locations of P wave sampling indicated in blue. The slip
distribution is shown on the right for the 8 × 6 grid with 15 km spacing. The dashed circles are 5 s increments of rupture
expansion. The color scale denotes the cumulative slip and the vectors indicate the average rake and slip in the fault plane.
The subfault source time functions shown are solved at each grid node, with 4 lagged 2.5 s risetime triangles of varying
moment and rake. This accounts for 84% of the teleseismic P and SH broadband displacement waveform power for the
signals used in the inversion. Waveform fits are shown in supporting information Figure S1. (b) The rupture model is shown
in geographic position relative to the trench (gray line). (c) The seafloor uplift produced by the model is displayed
along with azimuthal lines toward the four near-field tsunami stations indicated by the bold numbers and used in the
iterative procedure.
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Figure 3. Comparison of detided records (black) and computed tsunami waveforms (red) at water-level stations. Near-field
DART 32401, 32402, 32412, and 32413 are included in the forward modeling scheme. Precise matching of the amplitude
and timing of the recorded tsunami signals is essential in constraining the slip distribution from the finite fault inversion.
The computed waveforms at DART 51407 and the Hawaii tide gauges have been shifted by 6min to account for early arrival
of the computed tsunami. The agreement at DART 32411 and 51407 and the four tide gauges in Hawaii validates the
preferred source model.
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expansion as shown in Figure 2. No significant slip occurs updip of the hypocenter, as this would produce
clear precursory arrivals that are not seen in the tsunami data. DART 32401 and 32412 recorded a wide
second wave with double peaks that correspond to sequential arrivals of the rebound of the coseismic
sea-surface pulse and its reflection from the Peru-Chile coast. Far away from the coast, DART 32413 recorded
spectral peaks at 16 and 24min associated with the principal rupture dimensions. The tsunami codas come
from resonance along the Peru-Chile coasts with distinct periods between 35 and 129min as identified by
Yamazaki and Cheung [2011].

The records from DART 32411 and 51407 and the four Hawaii tide gauges, which were not considered in the
iterative modeling procedure, allow independent validation of the source model. DART 32411 recorded small
diffracted waves leeward of the Galapagos Islands. Despite the low resolution of 2 arcmin, the agreement
between the computed and recorded tsunami waveforms is reasonably good. The computed time series
around Hawaii have been shifted by 6min to account for early arrival associated with the lack of earth elasticity
and water density variation in the tsunami model [e.g., Tsai et al., 2013; Watada et al., 2014; Allgeyer and
Cummins, 2014]. The computed and recorded data show good agreement of the initial waves as well as the
overall wave height of the time series. The recorded signal at DART 51407 is weak with strong background

Figure 4. Computed maximum wave amplitude for the 2014 Iquique tsunami. The pattern across the Pacific shows an
enhanced energy beam toward Hawaii. The short-period waves from the compact source excited localized resonance
around the Hawaiian Islands. White circles and adjacent labels denote DART stations, and black open circles in the lower
panel indicate tide gauge locations.
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Figure 5. Computed maximum wave amplitude and flow speed at the four major commercial harbors of Hawaii. The tsunami wave periods coincide with natural
periods of Hilo Bay and Kahului Bay. The resulting resonance oscillations have patterns similar to those generated by the 2011 Tohoku tsunami [Cheung et al.,
2013]. Black open circles indicate tide gauge locations.
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oscillations but nevertheless has good agreement with the computed spectral peaks between 8 and 25min
period. The tsunami waves do not excite the inter-island oscillation modes with periods of 33min and above
[Cheung et al., 2013]. The dominant 16 and 21min components coincide with the shorter-period resonance
modes of Hilo Bay and Kahului Bay to produce wave heights of over 1m at the tide gauges. The model results
also reproduce the order of magnitude smaller spectral peaks of the recorded signals at Honolulu and Nawiliwili.

Figure 4 plots themaximumwave amplitude across the Pacific and around the Hawaiian Islands. The distribution
is typical of a compact source at which energy radiates over a wide azimuthal range. The 1.98m of seafloor
uplift generates a maximum wave amplitude of 1.90m at the source due to dispersion. Refraction-diffraction of
the radiated waves along seamount chains and submarine ridges generates the narrow energy beams to
the west and southwest off the Chile coast. The NNE-SSW trending seafloor deformation produces radiated
waves that attenuate at a slower rate in the WNW direction resulting in a wide, sustained energy beam toward
Hawaii. The short-period waves associated with the compact source amplify in large embayments around
Hawaii Island. The refracted-diffracted waves from Hawaii Island are trapped over the shallow insular shelf
around Maui to produce the large amplitude waves observed at Kahului. These processes shelter Oahu and
Kauai from the tsunami and together with the lack of interisland standing waves lead to relatively small waves
at Honolulu and Nawiliwili as shown in Figure 5. The wave patterns in Hilo Bay and Kahului Bay are similar
to those computed for the 2011 Tohoku tsunami by Cheung et al. [2013]. The resonance oscillations in Hilo
Harbor have up to 1.1m amplitude in the inner basin and 2.9m/s flow speed adjacent to the breakwater that
are comparable to 2.2 and 4.5m/s computed for the much more energetic, 2011 Tohoku tsunami.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

The 1 April 2014Mw 8.1 Iquique, Chile earthquake has received much attention due to its size and location in
the northern third of a large seismic gap that last ruptured on 9 May 1877 with estimated seismic magnitude
of 8.7–8.9 [Comte and Pardo, 1991; Lay et al., 2014]. The earthquake had a distinctive foreshock sequence,
whichmigrated spatially over several months prior to themain shock, and a large number of events following
an Mw 6.7 foreshock on 16 March 2014 [e.g., Brodsky and Lay, 2014; Bürgmann, 2014; Hayes et al., 2014; Kato
and Nakagawa, 2014; Ruiz et al., 2014; Schurr et al., 2014; Yagi et al., 2014]. Slow slip deformation may have
driven this foreshock migration in a region of moderate seismic coupling. Despite the complex foreshock
sequence, the main shock rupture was unusually compact for an Mw 8.1 earthquake.

The 2014 Iquique event has demonstrated the effects of rupture details on the directionality of tsunamis. Apart
from local resonance associated with the short-period waves, the enhancement of the sidelobe energy to the
WNW also contributes to the large wave heights observed in Hawaii. We substantiate the findings with a
sensitivity analysis using a simple representation of the earthquake with NNE-SSW and NNW-SSE orientations.
The results in Figure S2 for the NNE-SSW orientation show slight underestimation and overestimation of the
computed tsunami signals at DART 32402 and 32413 located along and normal to the rupture axis. For
the NNW-SSE orientation, the synthetics have interchanged underestimation and overestimation of the
recorded data between the two buoys. DART 32401 is located normal to the trench on a symmetric plane of the
radiated wavefields from the two sources. The recorded initial waves prior to reflection from the coast are not
sensitive to the rupture orientation and cannot be used as constraints for the fault orientation despite the
proximity of the station to the source. The radiated wave pattern is confirmed by the amplitude plots in
Figure S3 that depict a slightly enhanced side lobe normal to the rupture axis.

The azimuthally well-distributed measurements from DART 32401, 32402, 32412, and 32413 are crucial in
constraining the rupture orientation and spatial extent that in turn influence the near- and far-field tsunami. In
the absence of DART 32413, the waveform inversion of An et al. (2014) yields an elongated slip patch with the
long axis in the NNW-SSE. The source would enhance tsunami radiation toward the SSW and underestimate
the energy toward Hawaii in the WNW as inferred from Figure S3. In the near field, the southern tip of the
rupture is closer to the coast leading to early arrival of the predicted tsunami at Tocopilla by 10min. NCTR
inverted the DART 32401 and 32402 records with a relatively coarse grid of subfaults to provide forecast
guidance to the tsunami warning centers. Their results give reasonable agreement with DART and tide gauge
records across the Pacific and similar patterns as what our preferred source provides, but with slightly larger
tsunami waves toward the Southern Ocean. The underestimation of the initial wave amplitude in Hawaii is
likely due to insufficient azimuthal coverage of the DART records in their real-time inversion.
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The initial tsunami waveform has a direct relationship with the seafloor deformation even for a compact
earthquake source. The subsequent waves from oscillations at the source and the reflection at the coasts are
less sensitive to the rupture configuration. The results highlight the need to resolve rupture details to
accurately predict near and far-field tsunami impacts from the initial wave. This requires a fine grid of
subfaults as well as azimuthally well-distributed DART measurements. The former requires the use of a
dispersive wave code to account for attenuation of detailed seafloor excitations over the water column in
tsunami generation. The latter is usually not feasible for operations because of the need to provide forecast
guidance during the early stage of a tsunami event. Joint inversion with seismic and/or geodetic data sets can
supplement the limited coverage from DART buoys to rapidly resolve rupture details for improved tsunami
forecasting [Wei et al., 2014]. This holds for larger ruptures with directivity effects as well.
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Figure S1. Comparison of observed (black) and model (red) broadband (0.9 to 200 s) P-wave and 

SH-wave ground displacements for the 1 April 2014 Iquique earthquake.  The corresponding model 

is shown in Figure 2.  The model account for 84% of the power of the observed signals.



Figure S2. Simple uniform-slip fault model configurations and computed near-field DART 
waveform comparisons for the sensitivity test. Case 1 mimics the preferred source model and case 2 
represents a 77° rotation of the rupture axis. The results show slight overestimation of the computed 
tsunami signals at buoys normal to the rupture axis and underestimations along the axis
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Figure S3 Maximum sea-surface elevation computed for the two sensitivity tests shown in Figure 
S2. The radiated wave pattern depicts a slightly enhanced side lobe normal to the rupture axis.  
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